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Objective: To investigate the association between protocol design and therapist satisfaction in the Child STEPs Randomized Effectiveness Trial (Weisz et al., 2012). Method: Therapist report was obtained at the close of 145 cases seen by 77 therapists, each of whom was randomized to a Standard evidence-based treatment (EBT), modular EBT, or usual care (UC) condition. Results: Analysis of satisfaction items revealed 2 correlated factors representing perceived effectiveness and perceived responsiveness of the treatments. Therapist total satisfaction scores were significantly higher for cases in the modular condition than for those in the standard EBT or UC conditions. With regard to specific dimensions, the modular and UC cases were rated significantly higher than standard EBT cases on the Responsiveness scale, whereas modular and standard EBT cases were rated significantly higher than UC on the Effectiveness scale. Finally, increases in Effectiveness scores from first to second case were significantly larger for Modular cases than for cases in both other study conditions, and increases from first to second case in Total Satisfaction scores were significantly larger for modular cases than for UC cases. Conclusions: Therapist satisfaction with a treatment approach has independent dimensions, which can vary as a function of the protocol design. By virtue of being perceived as more effective than UC and more responsive than standard EBTs, the modular protocol design was also viewed as more overall satisfying than both, and secondary analysis suggested that these results were not due to mere first impressions of the protocols.

What is the public health significance of this article?
This study shows that therapist satisfaction with using a treatment protocol varied as a function of how the protocol was designed. Therapists valued both effectiveness and responsiveness of treatments—features that were best balanced using a modular treatment design with an intermediate level of flexibility. For treatments to be effective and sustained in practice settings, treatment developers should consider design features that increase the appeal to the therapists who are ultimately responsible for using them.
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For more than 2 decades, mental health research and policy have prioritized the development and testing of high-quality mental health treatments (e.g., Guyatt & Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group, 1992). In children’s mental health, the impact has been substantial. Hundreds of randomized clinical trials have evaluated the efficacy of treatments for a variety of childhood disorders and problems (Chorpita et al., 2011) and have consistently found evidence-based treatments (EBTs) to outperform usual care within research contexts (e.g., Weisz, Jensen-Doss, & Hawley, 2006; Weisz, Weiss, Han, Granger, & Morton, 1995). Over the last decade, not surprisingly, policymakers at both the state and federal levels have increasingly turned their attention to maximizing the public health impact of EBTs, which requires understanding and managing strategies for their implementation (e.g., Chambers et al., 2005; Chorpita & Daleiden, 2014; Kazdin & Blasé, 2012; National Institute of Mental Health, 2008).

It is interesting that some of these recent efforts to understand factors relevant to the real-world application of EBTs were forecast in some of the very earliest work defining evidence-based psychological treatments. For example, in 1992, the American Psychological Association Task Force on Psychological Intervention Guidelines (1995) outlined a template for evaluating psycho-social interventions that articulated separate dimensions of efficacy and effectiveness. The Task Force defined efficacy as the extent to which an intervention can elicit positive outcomes for a target disorder or problem, which can be indexed according to the type and quality of research in which such outcomes were documented, ranging from randomized clinical trials at the highest level, to quantified clinical observations, to clinical consensus, and finally, to experimental findings of negative effects at the lowest level. On the effectiveness dimension, indicators included feasibility (i.e., patient acceptability, patient choice, probability of compliance, and ease of training), generalizability (i.e., patient characteristics, therapist characteristics, robustness in practice settings, and contextual factors regarding the setting in which the treatment is delivered), and costs and benefits (i.e., costs of delivering intervention to individual and to society, and costs of withholding the intervention).

These aspects of treatment effectiveness have turned out to be a critical part of solving the mental health service quality problem (cf. Kazdin & Blasé, 2012), given early signs that EBT uptake within practice contexts was slower than anticipated and that therapists consistently underutilized EBTs in their everyday practice (Weersing, Weisz, & Donenberg, 2002). Fortunately, a resulting increase in attention to such topics has brought many of these ideas into better focus. For example, multiple studies have identified a variety of factors that influence therapists’ decisions about whether to adopt an EBT in practice (see Weisz, Uguedo, Cheron, & Herren, 2013), including knowledge barriers (e.g., difficulty identifying appropriate EBTs, extensive training and supervision requirements for accurate implementation; see Nakamura, Higa-McMillan, Okamura, & Shimabukuro, 2011), practical barriers (e.g., few incentives to adopt new treatments, time and costs associated with EBT training; Higa & Chorpita, 2008), and attitude barriers (e.g., beliefs that EBTs are poorly suited to one’s caseload; cf. Addis & Krasnow, 2000). This last set of barriers has been shown to significantly predict self-reported nonuse of EBTs (Nelson & Steele, 2007). Such findings are also consistent with the larger body of diffusion of innovation literature suggesting that the perceived attributes of any new technology, such as an EBT, may determine the rate at which it will be adopted into practice (e.g., Rogers, 2003).

Significant efforts have been made to address both knowledge barriers and practical barriers to the use of EBTs in practice in response to these findings. For example, there are now federal, state, and county registries that identify and describe EBTs (e.g., SAMHSA, 2014; California Institute of Mental Health, 2014), an increase in availability of training opportunities to learn EBTs (e.g., Society of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology, American Psychological Association & Association of Behavioral & Cognitive Therapies, 2014), an increase in research attention to effective training and consultation methodologies (Beidas & Kendall, 2010; Fixsen, Naoom, Blasé, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005; Nakamura, Selbo-Bruns, Okamura, Chang, Slavin, & Shimabukuro, 2014), and incentives and funding initiatives to promote the use of EBTs. Relatively less attention, however, has been paid to the third set of barriers, namely, therapist attitudes, other than to establish that they are generally not positive (e.g., Addis & Krasnow, 2000) and that they are indeed predictive of practice (e.g., Nelson & Steele, 2007; Rogers, 2003).

Whereas some efforts to address attitudinal barriers have involved a focus on social influence and organizational context (e.g., Glisson et al., 2008), other research has focused on the properties of the EBTs themselves. For example, Chorpita, Daleiden, and Weisz (2005) proposed a modular design framework as a strategy to manipulate protocol features such as procedural content, dose, order, and flexibility, so as to begin to investigate whether systematic variations in protocol design could enhance treatment fit (and thereby address major attitudinal barriers) while preserving efficacy of the interventions. In a large randomized effectiveness trial investigating these concepts, Weisz et al. (2012) tested multiple EBTs in community children’s mental health settings, with some EBTs delivered according to their traditional manualized format and some EBTs delivered in a modular fashion that used similar procedures but allowed for a more flexible implementation (i.e., Modular Approach to Therapy for Children, MATCH-ADC; Chorpita & Weisz, 2005). Both EBT designs were compared with usual care as well. In a sample of children and adolescents, ages 7 to 13, with anxiety, depression, or conduct problems, those who received the modular approach showed significantly greater rates of improvement during treatment relative to those who received standard format EBTs or usual care (Weisz et al., 2012). When the long-term outcomes were examined over a 2-year period, youths assigned to the modular treatment continued to show significantly faster improvement than those assigned to usual care (Chorpita et al., 2013), whereas the modular and standard conditions did not differ significantly. Consistent with the study aims, data gathered after the therapist trainings but before the trial began revealed that those trained in the modular approach demonstrated a significant improvement in attitudes toward evidence-based practices relative to those trained in the standard EBT manuals (Borntrager, Chorpita, Higa-McMillan, & Weisz, 2009), suggesting that protocol design features such as those in the modular condition (i.e., offering more structure than usual care, but more flexibility than the standard EBT condition) have the potential to improve therapist perceptions of EBTs in general.

Although these findings are promising, studies in other fields have shown that users’ actual experience with an innovative tech-
Technology is a critical factor in how that technology is ultimately evaluated and whether its use is sustained over time (Taylor & Todd, 1995). Accordingly, we sought to investigate levels of therapists’ satisfaction with their therapy approach as they closed each case in the Child STEPs randomized effectiveness trial (Weisz et al., 2012). Therapist satisfaction is an important construct in dissemination and implementation efforts, given that it predicts who is likely to continue using a treatment in the future (Stirman et al., 2004) and to influence other therapists, as evidence suggests that therapists are especially impacted by social influence channels and by their peers (Fazio, Zanna, & Cooper, 1978; Meehl, 1993; Herbert et al., 2000).

This study examined whether the modular approach was associated with greater therapist satisfaction relative to standard EBT manuals and usual care. The study aims were to (a) establish the factor structure and psychometric adequacy of brief scales designed to assess therapists’ satisfaction with a treatment, (b) evaluate the overall effect of protocol design on therapist satisfaction and its relevant dimensions, (c) examine whether satisfaction was influenced merely by preferences that were established before having direct experience with an assigned protocol, and (d) investigate whether therapists’ satisfaction with a protocol changed as they obtained more experience with that approach.

Method

Data for this study were collected as part of the Child STEPs randomized effectiveness trial, which compared two different applications of evidence-based practices for anxiety, depression, and conduct problems with usual care for children ages 7 to 13 (see Weisz et al., 2012 for details and for a CONSORT flow diagram). All procedures were approved by the institutional review boards of Judge Baker Children’s Center (affiliated with Harvard Medical School) and the University of Hawaii at Manoa.

Therapists were randomly assigned to three treatment conditions, each of which involved the use of a different treatment approach: standard (i.e., the use of three separate manualized EBTs for anxiety, depression, and conduct problems), modular (i.e., MATCH-ADC), or usual care (UC). Blocked randomization stratified by therapist education (doctorate vs. masters) was used to randomly assign therapists to condition. Those who were assigned to the standard condition were trained in using the Coping Cat (Kendall, 1994; Kendall et al., 1990), the Primary and Secondary Control Enhancement Training (PASCET; Weisz et al., 2005; Weisz et al., 1997; Weisz et al., 2009), and the Defiant Children (Barkley, 1997) manuals. Therapists in the modular condition were trained in MATCH-ADC (Chorpita & Weisz, 2005), a collection of 33 modules designed to correspond to the treatment procedures included in Coping Cat, PASCET, and Defiant Children. However, MATCH-ADC uses a guiding algorithm that focuses on the problem area collaboratively identified as most important, while allowing for real-time adaptation of the treatment plan and personalized arrangement of procedures to address comorbidity or engagement concerns. Therapists in the UC condition were instructed to implement their typical treatment procedures. Therapists in all three conditions were blind to youth outcomes from the posttreatment assessments. The average treatment duration was 196.24 days (SD = 109.46) for the standard protocol, 210.15 days (SD = 124.37) for the modular protocol, and 275.49 days (SD = 194.43) for UC. Observational coding of recorded treatment sessions showed strong adherence to the protocol for the standard and modular conditions, and a lack of standard or modular content within UC sessions. For more details about the treatment integrity of the standard and modular conditions within this randomized effectiveness trial, refer to Weisz et al. (2012).

Participants

Therapists. Satisfaction measures were collected from 77 therapists (standard: 28; modular: 24; UC: 25) who were recruited across 10 different outpatient clinical service organizations in Massachusetts and Hawaii. Therapists provided individual treatment in clinic- and school-based settings. Of these therapists, 79.2% were female; 55.8% were Caucasian, 23.4% were Asian American, 6.5% were African American, 6.5% were Pacific Islander, and 7.8% did not report their ethnicity. Therapist age ranged from 25 to 59 years (M = 40.9 years; SD = 9.7) and had an average of 7.7 years (SD = 7.5) of clinical experience since earning their highest degree. As their most advanced educational degree, the largest percentage of therapists (37.7%) had earned a master’s of social work, 35.1% had earned a master of arts, and 20.8% had earned a doctorate of philosophy. The therapists most commonly reported their primary theoretical orientation as cognitive–behavioral (46.8%), followed by eclectic (13.0%), psychodynamic (13.0%), and family systems (6.5%), and “other” (11.7%). Seven therapists (9.1%) did not report having a primary orientation. At the time of entry into the study, therapists carried a mean caseload of 19.4 clients (SD = 14.3; range = 0 to 75) in their current position; as part of their study participation, each therapist treated an average of 1.9 study cases (SD = 1.1; range = 1 to 6). There were no significant differences across conditions on any of the therapist characteristics.

Youth. Cases for which satisfaction ratings were obtained included 145 youth aged 7 through 13 years (M = 10.19; SD = 1.76) who were being treated for problems in any combination of anxiety, depression, or conduct. Youth who received any amount of treatment services by the therapist were eligible for inclusion. Of these 145 youth, 70.14% were male; 41.26% were Caucasian, 37.06% were multiethnic, 9.09% were African American, 6.29% were Latino or Latina, 4.20% were classified as “other,” and 2.80% identified as Asian American. Annual family income was less than $40,000 for 56.30% of study participants; $40,000 to $79,000 for 24.45% of the sample; $80,000 to $119,000 for 12.59% of the sample; and $120,000 or more for 6.66% of the sample, with an average of 3.85 dependents living off of the identified family income.

Measures

Therapist Background Questionnaire (TBQ). As therapists were enrolled, information on therapist background was collected through the TBQ, a 12-item questionnaire designed to assess therapists’ demographics, training history, clinical experience, and theoretical orientation. To determine whether therapists had already established a preference for a given treatment condition after completing study consent forms, but prior to randomization, the final item of the TBQ asked therapists if they had a preference for assignment, and if so, for which condition. Study hypotheses were
not communicated to therapists, and data were collected confidentially by having therapists submit their answers in writing in sealed envelopes.

Therapist Satisfaction Index (TSI). Therapist satisfaction with their treatment approach was assessed using the TSI, a therapist-report measure containing statements about their beliefs and attitudes about the treatment approach just used. The TSI was administered for each case, following the end of treatment. Thus, many therapists contributed more than one TSI assessment record to the final data set.

Items were developed based on themes identified in the national survey performed by Addis and Krasnow (2000) regarding therapist attitudes toward standard manualized treatments. Some items were adapted directly to assess therapist’s satisfaction of the assigned treatment protocol (e.g., Addis and Krasnow’s item “Using treatment manuals detracts from the authenticity of the therapeutic interaction” was changed to “The approach I used allowed for authenticity of the therapeutic interaction”), whereas other items were adapted more substantially or used to create new items (e.g., the two items “Using a treatment manual keeps therapists from using his or her intuition in responding to a client” and “Manuals make therapists more like technicians than caring human beings” were referenced to create the single item “This approach allowed me to be responsive to the needs and concerns of my child and his or her parent(s)”). Finally, several items were created simply to assess overall preference and intent (e.g., “I plan to use this treatment approach with other children I treat in the future” and “I liked using this treatment approach”). This resulted in an initial set of 16 items.

A central hypothesis in the Child STEPs effectiveness trial was that in a complex community context, the ideal treatment design would balance the effectiveness of evidence-based procedures with the responsive, individualized nature of routine clinical care (Weisz et al., 2012). Thus, for this investigation, we focused primarily on how we could assess these two aspects of treatment design as perceived by therapists. Prior to any administration of the instrument, the initial 16-item set was coded by investigators for the extent to which the items appeared to capture these relevant dimensions. Eight of the 16 items were rated by two independent judges as related to these two dimensions (i.e., responsiveness, effectiveness). The remaining eight items were rated as “other,” as described above (e.g., “The parents of the child I treated seemed to like the approach I used”). All items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). All items were worded such that higher scores indicated greater therapist satisfaction.

Modified Practice Attitude Scale. Therapists’ attitudes toward evidence-based practices were evaluated using the Modified Practice Attitude Scale (MPAS) (e.g., Borntrager et al., 2009), an eight-item questionnaire designed to assess general attitudes about the use of evidence-based practices. The MPAS was based on the Evidence Based Practice Attitudes Scale (Aarons, 2004), but involved modifications to remove references to the notion of “manulized” interventions given the different design characteristics being tested in this study. The MPAS prompted therapists to indicate their level of agreement with each item on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (to a very great extent). Total scores were calculated by summing all of the items, after reverse-scoring five of them, and could range from 0 to 32, such that higher scores indicated more favorable attitudes. The MPAS was distributed before and after therapists’ training sessions in the study by Borntrager et al., (2009). In the present study, we used scores from the posttraining assessment as an index of attitudes toward EBTs in general, which represented the most recent assessment point in time relative to the completion of the TSI on cases following the training period. Borntrager et al. (2009) previously reported excellent internal consistency (α = .80) for the MPAS. Descriptive statistics for relevant study measures can be found in Table 1.

Data Analysis

All continuous data were initially reviewed for outliers (using box-plots and inspection of z scores) and for non-normality (whether skewness or kurtosis was significantly different from 0), and no concerns were detected. Missing data in tests of reliability and validity were handled using pairwise deletion. In all other analyses, no data were missing (i.e., TSI scores, therapist preference, and study condition were known for all 145 cases). All analyses were performed with SPSS Version 20.0, with the exception of the multilevel models (analysis of variance and analysis of covariance), which were performed with SAS 9.3.

Results

Therapist Satisfaction Index: Exploratory Factor Analysis and Item Selection

Sixteen items (eight items rationally classified by the investigators, plus eight experimental items) were subject to an initial exploratory factor analysis (FA) to determine whether there were multiple dimensions of therapists’ satisfaction with the treatments

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapists’ Treatment Satisfaction and Attitude Toward Evidence-Based Treatments by Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSI Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSI Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSI Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. TSI = Therapist Satisfaction Index; MPAS = Modified Practice and Attitudes Scale. For TSI (youth cases): N = 49 (standard); N = 47 (modular), N = 49 (usual care). For MPAS (therapists): N = 28 (standard); N = 24 (modular), N = 17 (usual care).
Three factors were extracted using the criterion of eigenvalues greater than 1.0 (8.09, 1.52, and 1.14), explaining 67.2% of the total item variance. The scree plot suggested one or two factors; thus, based on these two indicators, we first extracted and rotated two factors. An orthogonal (varimax) rotation was used: Because uncorrelated factors were hypothesized, we did not expect therapists to consider responsiveness and effectiveness as necessarily related and, in fact, thought that some could even perceive them as negatively correlated, with a trade-off between the structure of manualized EBTs and the responsiveness of usual care (cf. Addis, Wade, & Hatgis, 1999). This initial extraction failed to produce simple structure: most items loaded on both factors, with the factor-item relationships failing to produce an interpretable pattern.

Before considering the measure as a one-factor instrument, given that the experimental items were not clearly linked to specific constructs, we decided first to repeat the FA without the eight experimental items to see if a more interpretable two-factor structure would emerge. That initial extraction with eight items produced two factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 (5.54, 1.25), with the scree plot again suggesting one or two factors. We then extracted two factors, which were interpretable according to the original rational intent of the instrument. The first factor represented the expected “responsiveness” dimension (highest loading item: “This approach allowed me to be responsive to the needs and concerns of my child and his or her parents”), and the second factor represented the expected “effectiveness” factor (highest loading item: “The approach I used will enhance the average outcomes of children seen in psychotherapy”). Two items originally created to represent effectiveness loaded equally on both factors. The item, “the treatment approach I used works well with the kinds of children I usually work with,” had a primary loading of .39 on the responsiveness factor, and a secondary loading of .32 on the effectiveness factor. In the reverse pattern, “the approach I used made me feel like an effective therapist” had a primary loading of .47 on the effectiveness factor, and a loading of .44 on the responsiveness factor.

In light of these findings, it appeared that such items may have been interpreted by respondents as representing a mixture of both responsiveness and effectiveness. We therefore repeated the FA once more with these two items removed, using the same extraction criterion and factor rotation. This solution produced a simple structure consistent with factors representing the hypothesized constructs of interest. These six items were therefore retained for subsequent analysis. The factor loadings and items are shown in Table 2.

### Reliability and Validity

Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for the six-item TSI Total Score as well as the two scales represented by each of the factors. These values were .83 for the total score, .82 for responsiveness, and .81 for effectiveness. The Responsiveness and Effectiveness scales were moderately, but significantly correlated with each other ($r = .46, p < .05$). In tests of convergent validity, correlations of the TSI total score with the MPAS total score yielded correlation coefficients of .45 ($p < .05$) for therapists in the EBT conditions (i.e., standard and modular) and $-.45$ ($p < .05$) for therapists in the UC condition. These findings are consistent with predictions, suggesting that positive scores on the MPAS were associated with higher scores on measures of therapist satisfaction, but only when those therapists were using EBTs. Positive attitudes toward EBTs in general were associated with lower therapist satisfaction for therapists in the UC condition (i.e., therapists not using EBTs). Similar patterns were noted for the Effectiveness scale ($r = .43$ and $-.47$ for EBT and UC conditions, respectively) and the Responsiveness scale ($r = .37$ and $-.37$ for EBT and UC conditions, respectively).

### Effects of Condition

To assess the effects of treatment approach on therapist satisfaction, we estimated a mixed effects regression model for each of the three scales (i.e., TSI total score, Responsiveness, and Effectiveness). Because cases were nested within therapists, and tests for Level 2 variance were significant (significant differences in log likelihood fit statistics in full vs. reduced models), we modeled each treatment case as the Level 1 unit of analysis and therapists as the Level 2 unit of analysis. The nature of the design held that therapists were in only one condition for the duration of the study, therefore we modeled treatment condition as a Level 2 variable. The analysis model thus included two fixed effects: (a) an average intercept and the effect of treatment condition and (b) a single Level 2 error term on the intercept to appropriately model similarity among the multiple treatment cases for each therapist. Planned contrasts were conducted to compare each of the treatment conditions with the other two, with our hypotheses being that (a) therapists in the modular and UC conditions would evaluate their approach as more responsive than would therapists in the standard condition, (b) therapists in the standard and modular conditions would evaluate their approach as more effective than would therapists in the UC condition, and (c) therapists in the modular condition would evaluate their approach as more effective than therapists in the standard and UC conditions.

Results of these tests are shown in the top half of Table 3. For tests of responsiveness, the overall test for condition was significant, indicating that significant differences emerged across the three groups. Therapists in the modular condition rated their approach as the most responsive, followed by UC, and then standard EBTs. Consistent with expectations, the treatment approaches for cases in the UC and modular conditions, which did not differ significantly from each other, were each rated as significantly more responsive than the Standard EBT approach for cases.

A different pattern emerged for effectiveness scores, with a significant effect of condition once again. On this scale, scores were highest for the modular condition, followed by UC, and then standard EBTs. Consistent with expectations, the treatment approaches for cases in the UC and modular conditions, which did not differ significantly from each other, were each rated as significantly more effective than those for UC, but they were not significantly different from each other.

Finally, on the total score, a significant effect of condition emerged again. Scores were highest for the modular condition, followed by standard, and then UC. The approach used in the modular condition was rated significantly higher than the approach.
in either the standard EBT or the UC conditions, which were not significantly different from each other.2,3

Effects of Initial Preference

Considering that therapists had been randomly assigned to each of these three groups, we next investigated the extent to which therapist satisfaction scores might have been influenced by whether the therapists’ preference of treatment prior to the study matched their assigned condition. Although a chi-square analysis found no significant differences in therapists’ initial study treatment preferences across conditions ($\chi^2 = 12.95, df = 8, p > .05$), it was plausible that some part of the variance in satisfaction could have been because therapists were more satisfied when they had been randomized to the condition for which they had an initial preference. For example, given that a larger portion of therapists expressed a preference for the modular condition prior to randomization, then a higher number of “disappointed” therapists would have been expected in the other two conditions once the trial began, which could have affected the results. The therapist background data indicated such a pattern: A majority of therapists (36.0%) had a preference for the modular condition, 31.6% had a preference for standard, 14% for UC, and 18.4% reported that they did not have any preference.

We therefore ran two additional sets of models. The first model included two fixed effects: an average intercept and the effect of therapist preference, which was represented as a dummy variable (0 = not assigned to preferred condition; 1 = assigned to preferred condition) and a single Level 2 error term on the intercept. Tests of the main effects of preference on TSI responsiveness, effectiveness, and total scores were not significant. Thus, being assigned to a condition for which one had a preference was not associated with significantly different satisfaction levels. We nevertheless ran a second set of models, which was similar to the first set, but added treatment condition as an additional fixed effect. The results for tests of the effect of condition on therapist satisfaction, controlling for initial preference, are shown in the bottom half of Table 3. No differences emerged from the previous analyses of condition, and all predictions were again uniformly supported by the pattern of results.

Discussion

These findings complement the studies examining the clinical outcomes from the Child STEPs randomized effectiveness trial (Chorpita et al., 2014; Weisz et al., 2012). One of the central themes of that body of research is that protocol designs should fit with the service context (Schoenwald, Kelleher, Weisz, & the Research Network on Youth Mental Health, 2008) and that, specifically, such designs should ideally represent a balance between research-informed structure and locally informed adaptation (Chorpita & Daleiden, 2014). As noted in the original APA Task Force report (American Psychological Association Task Force on Psychological Intervention Guidelines, 1995), treatments should ideally perform well on the dimension of efficacy, or the research support for their approach and on dimensions of effectiveness, including acceptability and robustness to adaptation. Because MATCH-ADC was created to represent a test of this treatment design relative to common EBT structures, it was predicted to perform better than the standard EBTs, primarily on the latter dimensions only. Consistent with the limits of that prediction, standard and modular designs showed large effect sizes relative to UC for the perceived effectiveness of the protocols, with over 50% of the variance accounted for by study condition in the omnibus test. This indicates that providers did perceive all EBTs, regardless of design, as more effective than UC.

Note. Primary loadings are shown in bold. Results based on extraction of two factors with orthogonal (varimax) rotation. Oblique rotation showed no change in item-factor membership, and all loadings increased by approximately .10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Responsiveness</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This approach allowed me to individualize the intervention for the child</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This approach allowed me to be responsive to the needs and concerns of my child and his/her parent(s)</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The approach I used allowed me to address multiple needs of the child</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The approach I used will enhance average outcomes of children seen in psychotherapy</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The approach I used will be helpful for other children I work with in the future</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The approach I used allowed me to work from interventions that have been demonstrated to be effective</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 All of these analyses were repeated with treatment duration as a covariate, with no differences in the pattern of results.

3 Because of the considerable evidence that attitudes and impressions change with experience (e.g., Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Bornstein, Leone, & Galley, 1987), we sought to rule out a competing explanation with these findings that differences were largely due to “first impression” effects. Thus, we examined change in TSI scores from first to second case among the 40 study therapists who saw more than one case, as determined by the date of clients’ first session with the study treatment. We used the same regression model as in our initial analyses, adding a second fixed effect for case number. The tests produced similar patterns of estimates, however significant interactions were noted only on the Effectiveness and Total scores. For effectiveness, there was a significant Condition × Case Number interaction for the modular and UC conditions (Estimate = 1.94, SE = 0.62), $t(37) = 3.15, p < .05$, such that the effect of initial experience increased effectiveness scores significantly in the modular condition relative to the UC condition. Likewise, this interaction was significant for the modular and standard conditions (Estimate = 1.30, SE = 0.62), $t(37) = 2.10, p < .05$, such that the effect of experience increased effectiveness scores significantly in the modular condition relative to the standard condition. For total score, there was a significant Condition × Case Number interaction for the modular and UC conditions (Estimate = 3.32, SE = 1.36), $t(37) = 2.44, p < .05$, such that the effect of initial experience increased scores significantly in the modular condition relative to the UC condition. No other interaction contrasts were significant.
That said, standard EBT design was considered significantly worse than modular and UC in terms of its perceived responsiveness, with moderate effect sizes of just under 15% of the variance accounted for by condition, a pattern corroborating the historical notion that the degree of structure and the degree of research support are assessed quite independently by providers (e.g., Borntrager et al., 2009). In that context, however, these findings should be viewed as especially encouraging, by demonstrating a design prototype (i.e., MATCH) that balances the application of efficacious procedures within a framework that allows for responsiveness. These findings thus have important clinical implications for the design of protocols that are both efficacious and appealing to providers by virtue of their explicit attention to individualizing evidence-based care (Chorpita & Daleiden, 2014).

The notion that MATCH-ADC fit with preferred application of practice is also consistent with additional findings from this body of research (Palinkas et al., 2013), which found that therapists in both the standard and modular conditions continued to use the treatments after the clinical trial was complete, but that both groups used the protocols according to the design principles of the modular condition (i.e., selecting and sequencing individual procedures from the protocols according to perceived best clinical fit). Such patterns of use do not speak directly to the efficacy of this strategy, only to its acceptability. However, the outcome findings themselves showed that this flexible approach to treatment assembly was not associated with a loss of efficacy, but rather appeared to be associated with relatively superior outcomes (Weisz et al., 2012).

A strength of this study is that it assessed perceptions of the protocols following the conclusion of their delivery. The broader literature on experience with new objects or technologies suggests, for example, that attitudes based on experience are better predictors of ultimate behavior (e.g., Fazio et al., 1978). Thus, the current findings lend greater support to the notion that therapists are likely to sustain use of the modular approach to evidence-based treatment that could be obtained by surveys of attitudes in general. It is encouraging that in our limited analysis of the effects of repeated exposure to the protocol, these effects only became more pronounced on average, suggesting that positive therapist reports regarding MATCH-ADC were not likely due to a transient first impression. Obviously, many questions remain about the degree to which such perceptions and attitudes stabilize over time, whether and how they might become resistant to disconfirmatory experiences (e.g., one case with an otherwise promising EBT going poorly), and what types of information or experiences can accelerate or undermine the formation of attitudes, preference, and intentions about EBTs (cf. Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).

In the field of information technology, an elaboration of the Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989), suggests that experience plays a critical role with acceptance of a new technology, but that prior to direct experience, it is possible to influence attitudes through carefully presented information (Taylor & Todd, 1995). Notable from this same research is the finding that perceived usefulness of a technology is the best predictor of behavioral intention, but only for experienced users, whereas perceived behavioral control over the technology (which relates both to its simplicity and flexibility) was a better predictor of behavioral intention in individuals who had no prior direct experience with the technology (Taylor & Todd, 1995). The implications relevant to the current findings and to dissemination of EBTs more generally is that factors such as controllability and ease of use may be stronger considerations for therapists when initially exposed to an EBT (cf. responsiveness); whereas over time, the usefulness (cf. effectiveness for obtaining desired outcomes) might become the more dominant influence on intention to sustain use. Future research may benefit from testing the relative effects of these different dimensions over a longer time frame, particularly in a context predicting use or disuse of EBTs. The current findings, along with those of Palinkas et al. (2013) are so far consistent with Taylor and Todd’s (1995) augmented Technology Acceptance Model.

Our results also lend support to the growing findings that therapist attitudes, beliefs, and preferences regarding EBTs are neither stable, global, nor one-dimensional (e.g., Aarons et al., 2012).
comes.
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treatment architectures, which ultimately must succeed on many
may have nuanced perceptions of their suitability for sustained use.

treatment protocols, like any other technology, are likely neither
behaved differently depending on study condition highlight that
future efforts to disseminate evidence-based procedures. In addi-
tion, the notion that protocol design may warrant significant attention in
implemented, and hence these results may not generalize to all
earlier reports showed that 92% of the clinical activity in the
scale is able to discriminate satisfaction levels across different
ness dimensions. On the other hand, it is a potential strength
measurement strategies for the Effectiveness and Responsive-
it might be beneficial to consider developing more extensive
aspects of actual care delivered in routine service settings. Fi-
limited to impressions about a perceived lack of
responsiveness, and not necessarily to the broader premise of using
research findings as a basis for treatment selecting and planning.
Similiar findings were noted with the same sample of therapists by
B orntrager et al. (2009), who concluded that negative perceptions
more likely to be due to the “manualized” nature of EBTs
rather than their “evidence-based” nature.

Limitations

Some limitations of the study warrant mention. Because we
aimed to test specific dimensions of satisfaction for which no
validated measures were available, our study involved both
measure development and application. Given the need to man-
ager therapist assessment burden in the context of a larger trial,
the result was a set of scales that were briefer than what might
have been derived from beginning with a much larger item pool
related to the constructs of interest. Given these initial findings,
it might be beneficial to consider developing more extensive
measurement strategies for the Effectiveness and Responsiven-
ness dimensions. On the other hand, it is a potential strength
from the perspective of research feasibility that a very brief
scale is able to discriminate satisfaction levels across different
treatment conditions. Another limitation is that the UC treat-
ment approach is not well-specified in this study. Although
earlier reports showed that 92% of the clinical activity in the
UC condition did not involve evidence-based procedures
(Weisz et al., 2012), we know less about what procedures were
implemented, and hence these results may not generalize to all
types of actual care delivered in routine service settings. Fi-
ally, our study design did not allow us to test what aspects of the
MATCH-ADC protocol (e.g., flexibility, multidisorder fo-
cus) led to the specific results obtained.

Conclusions

Despite these limitations, the present findings lend support to
the notion that protocol design may warrant significant attention in
future efforts to disseminate evidence-based procedures. In addi-
tion, the findings that effectiveness and responsiveness dimensions
behaved differently depending on study condition highlight that
treatment protocols, like any other technology, are likely neither
universally satisfying nor unsatisfying. Rather, they may have
favorable and unfavorable design features, such that the end-user
may have nuanced perceptions of their suitability for sustained use.
Continued research on such features is likely to yield improved
treatment architectures, which ultimately must succeed on many
fronts, including therapist preferences and youth and family out-
comes.
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